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Don’t let an old phone system get in 
the way of your business.

Grey Matter’s VoIP Solution enables businesses to gain 
mobility, flexibility and a more effective way of communicating 
with employees and customers.

Grey Matter’s VoIP (Voice Over Internet Protocol) platform offers 
a feature rich alternative to traditional and proprietary phone 
systems. Since calls are made over the internet, VoIP offers 
businesses a global reach without expensive long-distance call 
rates and bulky telecommunications equipment.

VoIP delivers benefits that go beyond traditional phone systems. 
As your business grows, you can easily add employees and new 
locations, and with added features like auto-attendant, find/
follow and voice to email, communicating with your team has 
never been easier or more flexible.

Call today to see how Grey Matter’s VoIP solution will 
revolutionize your business communication game and 

reduce your phone costs by up to 75%.

(860) 266-1115

VoiP Features
• Call Analytics
• Call Screening & recording
• Reach multiple devices simultaneously
• Voice mail to email
• Integration with Google Calendar, Outlook, SalesForce
• Easy install and modification



Grey Matter’s VoIP (Voice Over Internet Protocol) platform offers a feature rich alternative to traditional and 
proprietary phone systems. Since calls are made over the internet, VoIP offers businesses a global reach 
without expensive long-distance call rates and bulky telecommunications equipment.

FEATURES VoIP LANDLINE

   SET UP COSTS LOW HIGH

   RUNNING COSTS LOW HIGH

   SERVICE Can be handled remotely Wait for technician

   MULTIMEDIA
Transmit voice, video and any 

multi-media just like you do on 
the internet

No support for multi-media, only 
voice

   SCALABILITY Easy and inexpensive to scale as 
your business changes

Additional phone sets and wired 
phone lines needed, difficult 

to scale

   ADD-ONS

Large number of features 
available at no additional cost 

(call waiting, forwarding, 
parking etc.)

Limited options for add-ons, 
most of which cost extra

   OUTAGES

Internet functional at all times, 
calls can be forwarded to 
secondary device during 

power outage 

Usable only on site where 
installed

   CALL PRICING One flat rate charged for calls All calls are charged

   ON/OFF PREMISE Server in cloud On premise, costly admin 
overhead added
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